
Denny & Jamie Edens 
P.O. Box 33 

Elizabethton, TN  37644 
 

 
Glenn Ransom 
Varsity Internship Program 
P.O. Box 141000 
Nashville, TN  37214-1000 
 
 
Dear Glenn, 
 
We would like to thank Thomas Nelson and Varsity Internship for making their summer sales 
program available to our daughter, Sherlive.  It would be lying to say we were not apprehensive and 
full of anxiety when she first informed us of her decision to spend the summer away working for an 
organization about which we knew very little.  In our seminary years and before, we had been 
familiar with the name Thomas Nelson, and that was all.  We were like other parents – skeptical and 
full of questions.  Our first meeting with you helped resolve some of those queries, and we agreed 
that this might be a good opportunity for Sherlive. 
 

With prayer and anxiety we saw her off in May, still not completely certain of a positive experience.  
She and Varsity have proven our skeptical negative attitudes to be unfounded.  During her 
experience, she learned more about being resourceful in problem solving and practical living than 
we may have been able to teach her at home.  We were pleased and surprised by her new found 
maturity in August when she returned from the program. 

 
During the summer, you and the newsletter, as well as Sherlive’s weekly calls home, put our fears 
to rest.  She is excited about the opportunity she has for another summer with Varsity. 
 
If asked would we recommend this program to other parents, especially those of girls, the answer is 
yes.  Varsity is a good solid venture, profitable for both young men and young women.  Varsity 

cares about the young people they recruit for this program.  We now feel honored that our Sherlive 
has been selected by Varsity to represent them in their internship program.  It is a great opportunity 

for a young person to develop and mature. 
 
Warmest regards in HIM, 
Denny and Jamie Edens 


